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I. Introduction 

Since A. Cournot presented a model of duopoly, a non-cooperative situation has been 

considered as an important case of competition among frms. Cournot considered a simple 

case of two firms and presented a concept of stable equilibrium, which is known as the Cournot 

Equilibrium, where each firm cannot make its profit greater by changing its amount of 

product as long as the other firm does not change its amount of product. 

In our opinion, however, there are two points to be completed in his analysis. The 
first is that cooperative behaviors of firms should be included. In fact, it is well known that 

the Cournot Equilibrium is not efficient. Namely, the profits of both firms can be increased 

if they collude. In this sense, the Cournot Equilibrium is not stable. 

The second is that the theory must be developed in the frame-work of general equilibrium 

theory. It is quite important to show how firms can get the demand for their products in the 

product-market and how they can get the supply of factors for production in the factor-

market. Also, the distribution of profits from firms to share holders must be described. 

Unlike Cournot's analysis, in this paper we consider cooperative behaviors of firms. Our 

economic model is a so-called Arrow-Debreu model in [1] and [3]･ In our economy, con-
sumers are price-taking agents, and they maximize their utility within their budgets. Con-

sumers are assumed not to take any cooperative behavior. On the other hand, firms are 

price-making agents, and they make a coalition to maximize their profits. Therefore, only 

firms are active agents in our economy. This supposition is quite plausible from a realistic 

point of view. In fact, collusive behavior of firms can be more often observed in the real 

world rather than collusive behavior of consumers. The purpose of this paper is to investi-

gate what is a "stable" agreement among all the firms in the economy where cooperative 
behaviors of firms exist, and to verify what allocation is realized in the economy under such 

a "stable" agreement. 

When it comes to a cooperative agreement among firms, a difficult problem is how 
profits are divided among firms. In fact, in a small economy, we cannot find a decisive way 

of profit division among firms, and as a result we cannot distinctly know what allocation is 

realized in the economy. However, if the economy is large, the allocation which is realized 

under a "stable" agreement on profit division among all the firms can be shown to be a 

Walrasian allocation. This argument exactly corresponds to the limit theorem on the 
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equivalence between Edgeworth allocation and Walrasian equilibrium, which has been shown, 

such as, by H. Scarf [9], G. Debreu and H. Scarf [4], and R.J. Aumann [2]. 

To sum up, our conclusion is as follows: As long as consumers behave as price-taking 

agents and if the economy rs large a "stable" agreement among all the firms realizes a com-

petitive allocation in the sense of Walras in the economy. We should note that our limit 

theorem is essentially different from that of J.J. Gabszewicz and J-P. Vial [5], where a non-

cooperative case is studied. 

II. Model and Notation 

We shall use the following notation: Rk denotes a k-dimensional Euclidean space, where 
k is a positive integer. R+k rs the non-negative orthant of Rk, and R~+ rs the interior of 

_k= - k ~_= -Rk++･ In particular, when k=1, we write R, R+, R+k･ Also, R R+ and R 
R++, R and R instead ofRl R I Rl R I and R Subscnpts attached to vectors will 

-, -- , +, ++, -, be used exclusively to denote coordinates. Following standard practice, for x and y in 

Rk we take x>y to mean xi>yi for all i; x~y to mean xi~yi for all i; and x~~y to mean 

x~~y but not x=y. The integral of a vector function is to be taken as the vector of integrals 
of the components. The scalar product ~ik=1xiyi of two members x and y of Rk is denoted 

by x'y. The symbol Ok denotes the origin of Rk. The symbol - will be used for set-
theoretic subtraction, whereas the symbol - will be reserved for ordinary algebraic sub-

traction. 

We shall consider a private ownership economy with a fixed list of firms and consumers. 

Let (A, ~~, p) be a finite positive measure space of economic agents, i,e., the elements of the 

set A are _interpreted as economic agents, the class J~as a collection of sets of economic 

agents, and the number p(C) for each CeJ~ as the size of set C. The mathematical 
structure of (A, ~, p) is as follows: A is an arbitrary set, y is a o-algebra of subsets of 

A (i,e., is a class of subsets of A containing c and A, and is closed under the operations of 

complementation, countable union, and countable intersection), and p is a countably addi-

tive set function of ~ into R+ Such that p(A) < oo. In the economy there are two kinds 

of economic agents, that is, consumers and firms. The sets of all the consumers and all the 

firms are denoted by S and T respectively. It is assumed that 

SUT=A, SnT=c, and S, Te~ 
In what follows, an element of the consumer set S is always denoted by s, and an element 

of the frm set T is always denoted by t. Let us define two classes as follows: 

~P= {Ce~l CCS} and f;= {CeJ~l CCT}. 
Define two measures pl(U)=p(U) for U~~P and p2(V)=,t(V) for Ve~ Then we can 
easily verify that the classes ~P and f are a-algebras. Therefore, (S, ~~, pD and (T, ~~, 

p2) are proved to be finite positive measure spaces. 

In our economic model there are finite kinds of different commodities. The number of 
commodities is denoted by a positive integer /. Define a mapping X:S->2Rt. The set X(s) 

is interpreted as the commodity consumption set of each consumer seS. And for each con-

sumer seS we define an irrefiexive binary relation ~, on X(s), which represents each con-

sumer's preferences of commodity consumption. 
Letf' denote an integrable function of S into Rl whose imagef'(s) is interpreted as the 
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amounts of commodities initially held by consumer seS, 

In the case of firms, a mapping Y: TH,2Rl is defined. The set Y(t) is interpreted as the 

production possibility set of firm teT. 

Furthermore, we define a product measure space (SX T, ~P X ~, plX p2), which is the 

Cartesian product of the measure spaces (S, ~~, pD and (T, ~, p2)' The profits of frms 

in this economy are all distributed to consumers in a historically determined way. That is, 

there is a measurable function O :SX TH,R+ such that 

JsO(s, t)ds= I for every t ~ET, 

with O(s, t) standing for the relative share of consumer seS in the profit of firm teT. 

Namely, if firm t earns profit lr(t), then e(s, t)･7r(t) must be paid by firm t to consumer s as 
a profit dividend. 

Throughout this paper, we shall use the following notations to denote integrals: For 

example, if h, h', and h" are integrable functions on the measure spaces (A, ~, p), (S, 

C h'ds J
 

~, pD, and (T, ~~, p2) respectively, then their integrals are always denoted by J hdp, , 

and Jh"dt respectively. 

III. Market Structure and Cooperative Behavior ofFirms 

We shall consider an economy in which consumers are price-taking agents and firms 

are price-making agents. Therefore, it is only firms that actively behave in the economy. 

Our problem is what allocation will be realized in such an economy. 
In order to describe an allocation in the economy, we use a pair (f, g) of integrable func-

tions such that f:S-~R! and g:T-~Rl. The image f(s) denotes the amount of commodities 

allotted to consumer s~S, and the image g(t) denotes the production activity by firm teT. 

Of course, we have only to take into account allocations which are technologically feasible. 

Definition 1. 

An allocation (f, g) is feasible between Ue~P and V~fif the following conditions 
are satisfied : 

(i) f(s)eX(s) a,e. (almost everywhere) in U. 

(ii) g(t)eY(t) a.e. in V. 

(iii) J U(f-f')ds~Jvgdt 

In particular, When U= S and V= T, we call it a feasible allocation for the entire economy. 

In the above definition, condition (i) says that allotmentf(s) of commodities is acceptable 

for each consumer s~U. Condition (ii) means that production activity g(t) is possible for 

each firm teV. Condition (iii) guarantees that coalition V of firms can sustain the allot-

ment f(s) of commodities to every consumer s~ U. 

Definition I simply says that allocation (f, g) can be technologically realized between 

consumers in U and firms in V. But it needs to be realizable in the market as well as in the 

technological sense. We assume that all the consumers buy and sell commodities in the 

market so as to maximize their utility within their budgets. Therefore, each consumer's 
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behavior in the market is described by his demand ,function. . 
Each consumer's budget depends on both profit dividends from firms and a pnjce system. 

We use an integrable function ZT :T~,R+ to denote profits of firms. The image IT(t) denotes 

the amount of profit which firm t ~ET promises to pay. Each consumer's demand for com-

modities is defined as follows: For a price vector peR+1 and for a promise of profit pay-

ments by firms lr :T~R+, the demand of consumer seS is 

D(p, 1:,s)= {xeB(p, ,-,, s) I not y~.x for any y~B(p, It, s)}, 

where 
J
 B(p, 71, s)= Ix~X(s) Ip'x~p. f'(s)+ J T O(s, t)･ ~(t)dt J 

To sum up, each consumer seS behaves in the market in the following way: When eabh-
firm teT promises to pay the amount IF(t) of profit, and when a price system peR+t is 

announced to him, he selects a point x~D(p,'1r, s), and buy or sell the amount (x-f'(s))' ()f 

commodities in the market. ' On the other hand, firms are price-making agents who try to earn profits as much ~s 

possible. In general, we should consider the cooperative behavior of firms. Some firms 

may form a coalition to earn profits. Let Vbe such a coalition of firms. If any amount of 

profit is earned by coalition V, then it will be divided in some way among the firms in~the 

coalition. Since firms do not have any resources, or any commodities, they need to bu~ from 

consumers some resources as inputs for production. Also, after producing some goodS, 
they have to sell them in order to earn profits. In short, they must get both supply offacto~s 

and demand for products in the market. To do so, coalition V needs to make contracts 
with some consumers. Let U be a group of such consumers that coalition V wants to ~rans-

act with. Since consumers are price-taking agents, coalition V has only to present prices 9f 

commodities to each consumer in order to make a contract. In that case, coalition V dqes 

not necessarily have to announce same prices to all the consumers. Announced prices can 

be different from consumer to consumer, because consumers are assumed not to take any 

collusive behavior. In this sense, there may exist a kind of price discrimination among 

consumers. Therefore, different consumers may transact with coalition V at different prices. 

In this way, coalition V separately makes a contract with each consumer in U. To 
describe these contracts, we use a measurable function p: SH,R+', whose imagep(s) denotes 

the prices of commodities under which consumer s~t/ transacts with coalition V. As was 

pointed out earlier, consumers' decisions depend on a promise of profit payment IT :T-~R+ 

which firms make. Therefore, coalition V can also influence consumers by changing the 
promise of profit payment ,-,(t) of firm t ~ V. So, we refer to a pair (p, IT) of functions such 

that p :SH,R+1 and 7r :T-~R+ as a marketing strategy. 

Definition 2. . 
A feasible allocation (f, g) between Ue~p and Vefis realizable in the market if theye 

exists a marketing strategy (p, IF) such that ' ' 
(i) f(s)eD(p(s), IT,s) a.e. in U 

an d 

(ii) J IT S 
v dt ~ UP(s)･(f(s)-f'(s) )ds. 
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We call such a pair (f, g) a realizable allocation for V inducing U with a marketing 

strategy (p, Ir). Also such a quadruplet (f, g; p, IF) is called a realizable contract con-

figuration between U alid V. 

In particular, when U= S and V= T, we call such a pair (f, g) a realizable allocation 

for the entire economy with a marketing strategy (p, Ir). And, such a quadruplet (f, g; 

p, 7r) is called a realizab!e contract configuration of the entire economy. 

This definition shows conditions which guarantee that a feasible allocation (f, g) between 

coalitions U and V can be realized in the market by coalition V of firms inducing a group U 

of consumers with a marketing strategy (p, Ir). Condition (i) simply means that all the con-

sumers in U are taking prices as given. Namely, each consumer seU is maximizing his 
utility within his budget when the prices p(s) of commodities are announced to him by coali-

tion V. At that time, the net amount Cfl(s) -fo(s)) of commodities are traded between 

coalition V and consumer s~:U. As a result of the trades with consumers in U, by virtue 

of condition (iii) in Definition l, coalition V can get enough supply of factors for production 

and can produce enough amount of goods to satisfy the demand of consumers in U. 

On the other hand, coalition V can earn the amount p(s)'(jl(s)-fo(s)) of profit in the 

trade with consumer seU, becau~e that trade is done under the price system p(s). There-
r
 

fore, the total amount of profit earned by coalition V is J UP(s)'Cfl(s) -fo(s))ds. Hence, con-

dition (ii) implies that the total amount J vlrdt of profit which the firms in coalition V promise 

to pay is not greater than the total amount of profit actually earned by coalition V in the 

trades with consumers in U. 

Under the conditions of Definition 2, coalition V can induce a group U of consumers 

to participate in the coalition with a marketing strategy (p, Ir). Namely, the consumers and 

firms in V and U form an autarchic subeconomy. But, we have to note the following : The 

consumers in U are not perfectly independent of other agents not in U U V, because condition 

(i) depends on the promise of profit payment which the firms in T- V make. However, a 

justification for the independency of group U U V can be made by the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1 
Let (f, g; p, IT) be a realizable contract configuration between U~~~P and VeJ~r 

the following holds. 

Then 

' = J u[JT_ vO ' IrdtlJds Js-U[Jv6 IFdtlJds< 

Proof: By virtue of the definition of demand function, the condition (i) in Definition 

2 implies that 

r
 

a,e, in U. (3.1) p(s)rf(s)~p(s)'f'(s)+JT6(s, t).1r(t)dt 

Integrating this inequality over U, we have 

(3.2) JUP(s)'Cfl(s)-f'(s))ds~SU[JT0'1rdtlJds r
 

By virtue of condition (ii) in Definition 2, this inequality implies that 
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I ITdt~ JU[fT6･1rdtJlds 

v ~ = IU[JT_VO ' IFdtlJds+ JU[f vO ' Itdt]ds 

- IU[JT_ve ' ~dtlJds- s-U[Jve '1rdtlJds+ Js[Jrv6 ･ IFdt]ds. J
 Since Jrslve'~dt]ds= JC v[JCS6 ･1zds]dt= J vlFdt by Fubini's theorem, we have the conclusion 

of this lemma. 

Q.E.D. 
In the inequality of this lemma, the left-hand side is the dividend of profit which must be 

paid to the consumers in S- U, who have shares in the profits of firms in V. And the right-

hand side is the dividend of profit to be paid to the consumers in U, who have shares in the 

profits of the firms in T- V. Therefore, this lemma implies that group U U V does not 

have any debt to the complementary group A-(U U V) in the sense of social accounting. 

Moreover, the following properties concerning a realizab]e contract configuration of the 

entire economy should be noted. 

Lemma 3.2 
If (f, g ; p, 2T) is a realizable contract configuration of the entire economy, then 

r
 (i) p(s)'f(s)=p(s)'f'(s)+JTe(s, t).~(t)dt a.e. in S, 

and 
(ii) JCfdt = JsP(s)'(fl(s)-f'(s))ds. 

Proof: Since (f, g ; p, IF) is a realizable contract configuration of the entire economy, we 

can put U=S and V= T in the inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and 

in condition (ii) of Definition 2. Namely, we have the following: 

r
 (3.3) p(s)'f(s)~p(s)'f'(s)+JTe(s, t).1r(t)dt a.e, in S. 

r
 

(3'4) J sP(s)'Cfl(s)-f'(s))ds~Js[JT6･1rdtlJds 

(3･5) I f fdt~ sP(s)'(f(s)-f'(s))ds. 

J~STC'dt]ds=STIJse'lrds]dt J = IFdt by Fubini's theorem, (3.4) and (3.5) imply that 

JTlrdt = J s P(s) ' ( f 1(s) - f '(s))ds = Js[ST6 ･ 7cdtlJds r
 

The frst equality of this implies property (ii) of this lemma. Also, the second equality implies 

property (i) of this lemma together with (3.3). 

Q.E.D. 
In this lemma property (i) says that all the consumers are exhausting their budgets. 

And, property (ii) means that profits are completely distributed among firms. 

We now confine our attention to realizable contract configurations of the entire economy. 

A contract configuration of the entire economy can be regarded as an agreement about profit 
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division among all the firms in the economy. Namely, coalition T of all the firms announces 

priccs p(s) to each consumer seS and transact with him, and all the profits which arise in 

the trades with all the consumers in the economy are divided among all the frms in the 

coalition. However, even if a contract configuration of the entire economy is realizable 

in the market, it may be unsatisfactory for some firms, and they may try to improve it upon. 

In fact, if it is unsatisfactory, they will and can form a coalition, make a new contract con-

figuration, and better their situations in the following way 

Definition 3. 

A realizable contract configuration (f, ~ ; p, ~) of the entire enconomy can be improved 

upon by a coalition V offirms inducing a group U of consumers if there exists a realizable 

contract configuration (f, g ; p, IF) between U and V such that 

(i) f(s)~,f(s) a.e. in U, 
(ii) It(t)>~(t) a.e. in V, 
and such that 

(iii) ~(t)=~(t) a,e. in T-V. 

In this definition, condition (i) means that every consumer in U can achieve a better 

situation by making a new contract with coalition V. In other words, coalition V can 
induce every consumer in U to participate in the coalition by proposing a better contract to 

him with a new marketing strategy (p, Ir). Condition (ii) means that every firm can actually 

get greater profit as the result of the new trades with the consumers in U. Condition (iii) 

says that coalition V is supposing that the firms outside the coalition, or in T-V, do not 

change their promises of profit payment. Accordingly, this definition says that, as long as 

each firm teT-V promises to pay the amount ~(t) of profit, coalition V can form an au-

tarchic sub-economy by inducing the consumers in U to participate in the coalition in order 

that the profits of the frms in coalition V may become larger. 

Definition 3 suggests that firms are active agents and consumers are passive agents in this 

economy. In fact, consumers consider announced prices of commodities as given in the 

market. In this sense, consumers are price-taking agents in this economy. But, we are 

assuming that consumers are always ready to make contracts with coalitions of firms who 

announce more favorable prices of commodities to them. So, firms cannot announce arbi-

trary prices of commodities to consumers, because if they announce unfavorable prices to 

consumers, any contract with consumers will not be realized. If a coalition of frms fails 

to induce any consumers to participate in the coalition, no profit will arise in the coalition. 

Therefore, condition (i) is a fatal one that must be satisfied when frms try to form a new 

coalition. 

There may be some realizable contract configurations of the entire economy that cannot 

be destroyed by any coalition of firms. 

Definition 4. 

A realizable contract configuration of the entire economy is called an equilibrium of the 

economy if it cannot be improved upon by any coalition of firms with positive measure. 

We have to note that this definition simply says that a realizable contract configuration 
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cannot be improved upon by any coalition offirms inducing some consumers if it is an equi-

librium of the economy. Therefore, it may happen that an allocation of a contract con-

figuration, which is an equilibrium of the economy in the sense of the above definition, can 

be improved upon by a group only of consumers if consumers are no longer price-taking agents. 

In this sense, we are considering a firm-!eading economy and asking what allocations are 

"stable" in such an economy. 

Our purpose is to find what allocation is realized under a "stable" agreement among all 

the firms. As we shall show later, only Walrasian allocation can be realized if the economy 

is large. 

IV. Competitive Contract Configuration 

A so-called Walrasian equilibrium is a special form of realizable contract configurations 

of the entire economy. We can define a Walrasian equilibrium in the economy by using 
the definition of contract configuration. 

Definition 5. 

A realizable contract configuration Cf;, ~ ; p, ~) of the entire economy is called to be 

competitive if there exists a price vector p eR+' such that 

(i) p(s)=p a.e. in S, 

and such that 

(ii) ~(t)=p.~(t)=Sup {p･yly~EY(t)} a.e. in T. 

The albcation (f, ~) of such a contract configuration is called a competitive allo-

cation. Also, we call such a price vector p a competitive price vector. 

In this definition, condition (i) means that every consumer transacts under the same 

price system p, that is, every consumer is maximizing his utility at the prices p of commodi-

ties. Condition (ii) says that profits are divided among frms corresponding to their produc-

tion activities, that is, the amount ~(t) of profit distributed to firm t e T is exactly equal to 

the amount p . ~(t) which is the maximum value that the firm can attain by production activities 

under the price system p . Of course, in this case, we may consider every firm as a price-

taker who is maximizing his profit under the price system p. . 
We now show that the competitive contract configuration is quite "stable" m the follow 

ing sense. 

Theorem 1. 

Any competitive contract configuration cannot be improved upon by any coalition of 

frms that has positive measure. Namely, every competitive contract configuration is 

an equilibrium of the economy in the sense of Definition 4. 

Proof.' Let (f, ~;p, ~) be a competitive contract configuration, and peR+1 be a 

competitive price vector associated with it. Suppose the contract configuration can be im-

proved upon by a coalition of firms. Then, according to Definition 3, there exists a realizable 
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contract configuration (f, g;p, Ir) between a coalition Ve~P : p(V)>0 and a group Uef 

such that 

(4.1) f(s)~sf(s) a,e. in U, 
(4'2) 7r(t)>~(t) a.e. in V, 
and such that 

(4.3) IT(t)=~(t) a,e. in T-V. 
First, we consider the case that p(U)=0. Definition I (iii) implies that 

r
 (4.4) Jvgdt~O. 

Also, Definition 2(ii) implies that 

(4.5) fvlTdt~O. 

on the other hand, Definition 5(ii) implies that 

a.e. in V. ~(t) = p . ~(t)~ p .g(t) 

Integrating this over V, we obtain 

C -f (4'6) Jv~dt~p'Jvgdt. 

Inequalities (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) imply that 

JC Irdt~O~JC ~dt. 

v ~~v This, however, contradicts inequality (4.2), because p(V) > o. 

Next, we shall consider the case that p(U) > O. By virtue of Definition 5(i), expression 

(4. 1) implies that 

C
 ;･ f(s)>p. f'(s)+ JTe(s, t)' ~(t)dt a.e. in S. 

Since p(U) > O, integrating this inequality over U, we have 

f I ･ds+JU[JT ･^ J e ITdt ds. (4.7) p.Jufds>p. / . 
On the other hand, the feasibility of allocation (f, g) implies, by Definition I (iii), that 

J
 

(4.8) p.Jo(f-f')ds~p. 

Also, since lr(t)= ~(t) a,e. in T-V, we have 

(49) JU[JT V6 ITdt]ds=JU[JT V ･^ J . _ . _ 6 IFdt ds 
･ - I U[J v 6 . ~dt]ds =JU[JTO ~dtlJds 

Moreover, since lr(t)> ~(t)~ p .g(t) a.e. in V, we have 

(4.10) s U[Jv ' I =JS-U[JV '~ I =Js[fve'~dt]ds-JU[JvO'~dtlJds J
_
 

O ~dtds O IFdt ds> 

= JU[fvO'~dtlJds J -~dt 
v
 

~ p . I vgdt - J U[J v e ' ~dt]ds 
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because Js[JvO ~dt]ds-JVLJs '~ I =J . _ r o 7Tds dt vlTdt by Fubini's theorem. Therefore, in-

equalities (4.9) and (4.10) imply, by virtue of Lemma 3.1, 

(4.11) p.Svgdt~fU[Sr O ' ~dt Jlds. 

Hence, it follows from (4.8) and (4.1 l) that 

p . J(Ifds ~ p . JC(/f 'ds+ JC U[JTO ･ ~dt]ds, 

which contradicts inequality (4.7). 

In any case, we can derive a contradiction. Therefore, the contract configuration (f~ ~ ; 

p, ~) cannot be improved upon by any coalition of firms that has positive measure. 

Q.E.D. 

V. Assumptions and a Limit Theorem 

In order to make the converse of Theorem I hold, we need some assumptions on prefer-

ence relations and demand functions. 

First we assume the following on preference relations. 

Assumption 5.1 

For almost every consumer seS, the following hold: 

(i) The consumption set X(s) is closed, convex, andf(s)~ElntX(s). 

(ii) The preference relation ~* is transitive, i.e., 

x >-* y and y ~* z imply x ~* z. 

(iii) The preference relation ~* is continuous, i.e., 

the set {xeX(s) I not x ~* y} is closed for all yeX(s). 

(iv) The preference relation >- * is not locally satiated, i.e., 

D(p, Ir, s). J x for all ye if xeB(p, ,-,, s) and p'x<p'f'(s)+ T0･7rdt, then we have y ~s 

Also, we make the following assumption on demand functions, which is rather stringent, 

but familiar. Beforehand, Iet us define a function space. 

Ll+ = {,-, 1 IT is an integrable function of T into R+}, 

J
 

which is endowed with a topology by a norm 11 IF Il = Tl lr(t) I dt. 

Assumption 5.2 

For almost every consumer s~S, the following hold : 
(i) For given ITeL1+, D(p, IT, s)~c ifand only ifpeRl++ 

(ii) The demand set D(p, IT, s) is a singlton for each peRl++ and ITeEL1+. 

(iii) The correspondence D(p, rr, s) of Rl++ x Ll+ into R'is upper-hemicontinuous, that is, 

together with condition (ii) in this assumption, D(p, 1?, s) is continuous with respect 
to peRl++ and ,-,eELl+. 

Of course, we know that this assumption can be derived if we make some assumptions in 

addition to Assumption 5.1. However, such an argument is very tedious, and we should 
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assume the result rather than derive it. 

Next we shall assume the measurability on preference relations and demand correspond-
ences. In advance, Iet us define a mapping Q:SH,2R21 by 

Q(s)= {(x, x')eX(s)XX(s) I x ~* x'} for each seS. 

Assumption 5.y 
(i) The mapping Q:SH,2R21 is ~:-measurable, i.e., 

GQ = {(s, z)eS X R21 1 z ~ Q(s)} e ~pX ~r (R2!). 

, (ii) The mapping Y:T~' 2Rl is ~l-measurable, i.e., 

GY= {(t, y)e T X R' I ye Y(t)} e f:X ~(Rl). 
(jii) For a fixed lr~ELl+, the mapping D( ., I~,.):R+1XSH>2Rl is ~(Rl)X~-measur-

able, i.e., 

GD(1T)= {(p, s, x)eR+1 X S XRI I xeD(p, IT, s)} e~r(R/) X ~PX ~(Rl). 

Thjs assumption is purely technical and it has no economic meanings. Detailed arguments on 

this sort of measurability have been done by W. Hildenbrand [8, Chp. l, especially see Thm. 

l on p. 96 and Thm. 2 on p. 102]. 

Under these assumptions, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2. (a limit theorem) 

Under Assumptions 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, if the measure space (A, ~, p) is non-atomic, 
then for any realizable contract configuration Cf;r~ ~ ; p , ~) that cannot be improved 

upon by any coalition of firms with positive measure, there exists a marketing strategy 

(~, ~) such that the contract configuration (f; g ; p, ~) is competitive. Namely, under 

any equilibrium of the economy in the sense of Definition 4, a competitive allocation 

is realized. 

This theorem says that it is a competitive allocation that is realized in a large economy by 

a stable agreement among all the firms. In other words, if the economy is large, the per-

fect competition among firms realizes a Walrasian allocation in the economy as long as 
bonsumers are price-taking agents. So, this theorem is a kind of limit theorem. 

However, in the above theorem, it does not generally hold that (p, ,-,~,)=(~, ?~). Namely 

even if a contract configuration is an equilibrium of the economy, a unique price system 

does not always hold in the economy under the contract onfiguration. This is partly because 

the demand correspondence of each consumer is not invertible. 

The proof of Theorem 2 will be given in the next section. 

VI. Proof of the Limit Theorem 

The method of proof used here is essentially one that has been developed by W. Hilden-

biahd [oj, [7], and K. Vind [lO]. 

' Let (f~ g ; p, ~) be a realizable contract configuration of the entire economy which can-

not be improved upon by any coalition offrms that has positive measure. Define a mapping 

1 ~(Rk) denotes the family of Borel sets in Rk for each positive integer k. ~Px~f(R2!), fx 

~f(Rl), and ~(Rl)x~PX ~r(R') are the product c-algebras generated by ~P, f, and ~(Rk). 
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尺8→2Rlas

　　F（∫）＝｛x∈X（3）．x）一。∫（“）｝∩【U1）（ρ，完，∫）lforeach3∈8．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ρ1吋

Deine　a　mapPing〃8→2Rl　as

　　1，（∫）≡｛x一∫o（∫）I　x∈F（∫）｝　for　each∫∈≡8㌧

De丘ne　a　mapPing　Hj■→2R1＋1as
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的）一／㍑二㍍㍑ア榊）”！こ1㌘

Moreover，deine　a　mapping瓜∠→2R1＋1as

　　17（α）＝1珂α）∪｛O’十1｝　fol＝eachα∈ノ．

Deine　a　set　Z（H）of　integrable　fmctions　as

　　」二・（1f）＝｛乃1乃is　an　integl＝ablc　function　of／into・R1＋1such　that乃（o）∈H（o）α．2．inノ｝．

0bviously，工（H）≠φsince01＋1∈H（α）α．θ．inノ．

　　Deine　a　subset　Z　of　R1＋1as

・一｛／、榊∈軌・∈刈Q・・｝

Then，we　have　the　following1emma　on　the　set　Z．

　　〃〃㎜o6．1

　　ThesetZisaconvexsubsetofR1＋1withZ∩R■」昌φ．

　　〃oψ　The　convexity　of　the　set　Z　is　immediate1y　derived　fmm　Lemma／of　K．Vi血d

［10】，since　the　measure　space（∠，以μ）is　non－atomic．

　　Suppose　there　exists　a　point　z∈Z　such　that　z＜01＋I，that　is，there　exists　a　function

乃∈工（∬）and　there　exists　a　set　C∈y　withμ（C）＞O　such　that

（・1）／、〃μ・・1・1

0f　course，we　can　assume　that乃（α）∈H（α）α．ε．il1C－　Lgtσ＝∫∩C　andγ＝r∩α　Also，

we　can　assume　thatμ（7）＞O．In　fact，ifμ（γ）＝O，deiine　a　mapping〃一→R’十1as

　　・（の一｛ζ竺二（。工禿（、、）鴛ニニ：二

Then，〃∈五（〃）．A1so，we　can　choose　a　setγ’∈ダwithμ（7’）＞0such　that

／、、、つ1ψ・ぴ・1・

because　the　measure　space（ノ，J4μ）is　non－atomic．Therefore，in　inequality（6．1），the

function乃and　the　set　C　can　be　rep1aced　by　the　fmcti011〃and　the　set　CUγ’．Hence　we

can　assume　thatμ（γ）＞O，

　　Next，deine　integrab1e　fmctionsエ．∫→Rl　and　g∫→Rl　as
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f(s) (h (s), . . ., hl(s))+f'(s) for each s~S 

and 

g(t)= - (hl(t), . . . , hl(t)) for each teT 

Also, the following hold : 

-JTe(s, t).~(t)dt=hl+1(s) for almost every seU, 

and 

~(t)=hl+1(t) for almost every teV. 

In the above, hi denotes the i-th coordinate of the function h. Then, by (6,1) we obtain 

(6.2) JUfds-JC(/f'ds<Jvgdt 

and 

(6.3) IU[JCr e ~tdlJ ds< v~dt. 

･ -J 
We shall show that there exists a measurable function p :S-~ R+ such that f(s)~D(p(s), 

~, s) a.e. in U. By Assumption 5.3 (iii), the following set, 

(R+1 X [(S- U) X RIU {(s, x)e U X Rl I x =f(s)} D n GD(~). 

belongs to ~f (Rl) X ~P X ~ (Rl). Therefore, by the Measurable Choice Theorem (See, for 

example, [8, p. 54]), there exist measurable functions f' :S H' Rl and p :SH> R+1 such that 

f (s)eD(p(s), ,, , s) a e m U Smce f (s) f(s) a e m U we have that f(s)eD(p(s), ~, s) 

a.e. in U. 

Define an integrable function ~k.'TH> R+ for each k= 1,2, . . . by 

,, (t)= '^-'(t)+1/k when teV -k { 
~(t) when t e T- V. 

By Assumption 5.2 (i), it follows that D(p(s) s)~ip a.e, in U for all k= l, 2, . . . because 
, '' , 

D(p(s), rl , s)~ip, that is, p(s)>01 a,e. in U. By virtue of Assumption 5.2 (ii), we can define 

a measurable function fk:S H' Rl for each k= l, 2, . . . by 

fk(s)= D(p(s), ITks) when seU f
 f(s) when s~S-U. Then, by Assumption 5.1 (iv), we have that for all k= 1, 2, . . . fk(s) =f(s) or fk(s)~,f(s) 

a.e, in U. In any case, by Assumption 5.1 (ii), fk(s)~*f(s) a.e. in U, because f(s) ~,f(s) 

a.e, in U. Moreover, we have to note that {fk}k'"=1 converges tofa.e. in U because of As-

sumption 5.2 (iii). Therefore, by Egoroff's theorem, for arbitrary positive number e there 

exists a measurable set WeCU with /t(W~s)<~ such that {fk}k~=1 converges tofuniformly 

on U-We' Hence, for such a number e, we can assume that the integral of fk over U-

J
 

J
 

We exists for each k, and that (U_we)fk ds converges to (U_we)fds. 

On the other hand, the following holds: 

(6.4) (f-f')ds- (U We) (fk-f')dsll J
 

l
l
J
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llf J e ll (U W ) (f-fk)ds =: e (f-fo)ds+ _ 
w 
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=11Jw~(f f')dsllll+ (" " ) (f-fr)ds ' - llf - < ll < 
where ll'll denotes the Euclidean norm in Rl. Since the functions f and f' are integrable, 

llJ - ' Il we (f f )ds goes to zero as ~ goes to zero. Also, as was shown, for a fixed arbitrary 

Il C 
I
l
 

number e, Il J (U-we) (f-fk)ds ll goes to zero as k goes to infinity. Therefore, (6.2) and 

(6.4) imply that there exist sufficiently small e and sufficiently large k such that 

f
 

f
 

(fk-f')ds< vgdt. (6.5) 
(U-we) 

Furthermore, the following hold: 

IJU[fT ･- I J(U-we) LJTe'~ dtJdsl e 2Tdtds-r rr k l 

=1Jwe[JTe･~dt]ds fU[fv I f [f I l v(1/k)dt ds - (1/k) dtJ ds+ J ,,~~ 

l l =1fwe [J < TO ' ~dt J ds I + p(U) ' p(V)/k+ p(W~) ' (V)/k 

and 

ll IT"'1rdt- Irkdtl J (1/k)dt J = v
 

v
 

v
 

= p(V)/k. 

These inequalities imply together with (6.3) that there exist sufficiently small e and sufficiently 

large k such that 

(6.6) J rf I Cv (U-WE) LJr0'1FkdtJds>J ,-,kdt. 

For fixed e and k satisfying (6.5) and (6.6), re-define the function fk by 

D(p(s), ,-,k s) when s~EU-We 
f k(s) = ' 

f(s) when s ~ S-(U- WE). 
Then, the function fk is integrable and, by Assumption 5.1 (iv), 

r
 p(s)'fk(s)=p(s)'f'(s)+JrO',-,kdt a.e. in U-We' 

Integratmg this over U- W{' we have 

p(s)'(fr(s)-f'(s))ds= J(U_we) [JT f 6 . ITkdtlJds (U-'ve) 

Therefore, by (6.6), we obtain 

P(s) ' (fr(s) T f '(s)) ds > J v Itkdt. 

(U-we) 

Hence, (6.5) and (6.7) imply that coalition V of firms can improve upon the contract 

configuration (f, g ; p , ~) the of entire economy, that is, can construct another contract 

configuration (fk, g;p, ITk) with group U-We of consumers. However, this is a contra-
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diction　to　the　premise　that（エξ；2，完）cannot1〕e　imp正oved　upon　by　any　coalition　ofirms

with　positive　measure．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ρ．万、D．

　　工θ〃〃吻6．2

　　The正e　exists　a　vector　g＝（1，γ）∈R＋1X沢十with1≠ぴ十1such　that

（i）・・λ1）一州1）・1・／、1・売れ・i・・

　　and　that

　　（ii）ク・ξ（1）＝γ・帥）　　　　α．ε．inr．

　　〃oψ　Since　Lemma6．1holds，it　fol1ows　from　a　well－knowm　separation　theorcm　that

there　exists　a　vector　g＝（戸，γ）∈R＋1×R＋withσ≠01＋1such　that　g．z≧0for　a1l　z∈Z，

N・m・1・・b・d舳i…f…Z，σ・／、〃μ≧・f…ll・∈y・ithμ（q・0・・df…l1胤（后）。

・・…ti・・1・・・・…C－4・・h・・…∫一〃μ≧Of…l1胤（倉）．

Since01＋I∈〃（α）α．ε．inノ，we　have

（・・）…｛・・／、〃μ1胤（后）｝一α

　　On　the　other　hand，let　us　de丘ne　the　fo11owing　mappings；a　mapping　F’j∫→2R21，where

f01＝each3∈∫

　　F’（∫）昌岬十’×｛X∈X（3）1エト岳∫（J）｝］∩｛（ρ，X）∈火十’×RllX∈D（ρ，完，3）｝，

a　mapping万’’8→2R21where　for　each∫∈8，

　　万’（J）＝｛（ρ，γ一∫o（∫））1（ρ，x）∈F’（∫）｝，

a　mapPing　H’ソ→2正21＋1，whcre

帥）一／！二㌶．I二二饒ニニ；二甘ご’舳｝こ1：ll：二

and　a　mapping看’〃→2R21＋I，where

　　H’（α）呂∬’（α）U｛021＋1｝　foreachα∈ノ．

Then，Assumption5．3implies　that　the釘aph　ofF’is　measurable，and　that　the　graph　of戸’is

also　measurable．Therebre，we　have（See【8，p．63，Prop．6】）

（・別1・・／（・！・）・／－W’∈・（カ）Hノ…／（・Wl・・∈伽／φ，

wh…岬’）一／”1”i…i・脚・b1三f…ti㎝・fAi・t・R2’・1…hth・t〃（・）∈序’（・）・．ε．i・

■｝．Since，bydeiniti㎝sof∬andH’，

1・・｛（・刈ノ〃μ1・∈工（剛・…｛・・／、舳∈肋｝

and
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Inf {(O!, q)'z' I z'~EH'(a)} =1nf {q 'zl zeEH(a)} a,e, in A, 

(6.8) and (6.9) imply that Alnf {q'zlzeEp(a)}dp=0. That is, Inf {q'zlzeH'~(a)} = . 

in A, since Ol+1ep(a) a.e, in A. Hence, ' 
(6,lO) q'z;~0for all zeH(a) a.e. in A. 

For firms in T, (6.10) implies, since ~(t)e Y(t) a,e. in T, that 

(6,11) -p.~(t)+T'r^(t)~0 a.e. in T. 

For consumers in S, if f'^(s)=f'(s), then T O(s, t).~(t)dt=0 for such s~S because f"(s)e S
 D(p(s), ,-",, s) and because ofAssumption 5.1 (iv). Therefore we have p .j^(s)=p .f'(s) + r ' 

JrO(s, t). ~(t)dt for such seS. Moreover, iff'~(s)~f'(s), we can choose ~~R'+ arbitrarily 

~ *. . J close to p(s) such that ~･f(s) <p f (s) + Te(s, t).r'~(t)dt, since p(s)eER~+ because of As-

sumption 5.2 (i). This implies, by Assumption 5.1 (iv), that there exists ~eD(;, ~, s) such 

that ~ ~,f'~(s). Therefore, xeF(s) for such seS, that is, by definition of H'~, (~-f'(s), 

J
 

TO(s, t).1F(t)dt)eH(s) for such seS. Hence, by (6.lO), p.~>=p.f'(s)+r' Te(s, t). 

~(t)dt for such s~ES. Letting~ converge to p(s), since x converges tof^(s) by Assumption 

5.2 (ii) (tii), we have in the limit p .f(s)~~ p.f'(s) + r ' T6(s, t).~(t)dt. Therefore, in any J
 case, for consumers in S we have 

(6.12) p.f(s)~;p.f'(s)+r'JTe(s, t).~(t)dt a,e, in S. 

Suppose that strict inequality holds for some firms and/or some consumers in inequalities 

(6.11) and (6,12). Then, integrating those inequalities over T and S respectively and adding 

them up, we have 

p . Js( f'~-f ') ds> p . J T~dt, r
 

because Js[JTO'~dt]ds=JT[Js6･~ds}dt= JT~dt by Fubini's theorem. But, this is a con-

J ~ ･ S 
tradiction to the feasibility of (f~ ~), that is, s(f-f )ds~ r~dt. Therefore, equality holds 

in (6.1 1) and (6.12). 

Q.E.D. 
Here, Iet us define a function ?~ :TH' R+ by 

~f(t)= r~(t) for each t~ET. 

Then, by Lemma 6.2 and (6.10), we have 

(6,13) p . f(s)=p. f'(s)+ J Ta(s, t). ~(t)dt~p .x for all xeF(s) a.e. in S and 

(6.14) p.~(t)=~(t)~p.y forallyeY(t) a,e. in T. 

Suppose there exists a point ~eX(s) with p.~< p.f"(s) such that ~ ~,f^(s). Then we have 

^ ' ^ ･~ -- ･ ' J 
p(s)'~>p(s)'f(s). Smce p(s) f(s)-p(s) f (s)+ TO'~dt by Assumption 5.1 (iv) and since 

we can assume O~ r~ I without loss of generality, we have 
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r
 p(s)'i> p(s)' f'(s) + J TO ･ ~~dt. 

On the other hand, by (6.13), we have 

f
 

p . ~ < p . f '(s) + J T 6 ･ ~fdt. 

Define p;=).p(s)+(1 - 1)p, where 0<~< 1. Then, for a sufficiently small ~, the following 

holds : 

pl . ~ < p"f " (s) + JTO ' ~dt. 

We must note here that pReR~+ Since p(s)eR~+ by Assumption 5.2 (i) because f(s)eD(p(s), 

,"-,, s). Therefore, by Assumption 5.2 (i) and by Assumption 5.1 (iv), there exists xieD(pR 

~, s) such that xl~.~. By Assumption 5.1 (ii), x~~,f"(s). This simply implies that 

f
 

p(s) ' x2 > p(s) ' f (s) ~ p(s) ' f '(s) + J T O ' ~d t. 

Moreover, since xleF(s), by (6.13) we have 

C
 

p . xR~ p . f '(s) + J Te ' ?~dt. 

r
 Therefore, we have p"'xl>plf'(s) + J T6 ･ ;~dt, which contradicts that xleD(pl ?~, s). Hence 

we can conclude that 

(6.15) not x>-,f"(s) for any xeX(s) with p.x<p.f'(s)+ JTe ･~dt. 

r
 

Furthermore, for all x'~X(s) with p .x' =p . f'(s) + J TO ' ~~dt, Assumption 5. I (i) insures 

J
 

that there is a sequence xk converging to x' such that p .xk< p . f '(s) + Te ' ~dt and xkeX(s) 

Therefore, by Assumption 5.1 (iii) and (6.15), we have for each k= 1, 2, . . . 

r
 (6.16) not x'~*f^(s) for any x'eX(s) with p.x'=p.f'(s)+ JT6 ･~dt. 

To sum up, (6.13), (6.15), and (6.16) imply that 

(6.17) f(s)eD(p, ~,s) a,e. in S. 

Hence, if we define a function ~:S H* R+1 as p(s)= p a.e. in S, (6.14) and (6.17) imply 

that the contract configuration (f, g ; ~, ~) is competitive. This completes the proof of the 

limit theorem. 
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